The main purpose of this research is to introduce the new techniques of Finite State Machine (FSM), mainly DFA and PDA to filter the error attacks of an Intrusion Detection System. The main purpose of implementing the PDA model in attacks is to minimize the space required which is important issue in network when attacks are push and slow down the network traffic. The data transfer from Intrusion Detection Model in a certain time on random basis, may the system will hang due to huge amount of data but if we will use Time Management Automata we can easily remove such problem.
INTRODUCTION
Network Security whether in a commercial organization or in a critically important research network, is a major issue of concern with the increasing use of web even the personal information in under threat. Efficient network intrusion detection system is only solution to such threats [1] . IDS is a monitoring system of networks to control / avoid / secure the networks from cyber terrorist or it is the process of examine the events occurring in a network or computer system and detecting the signs of incidents which are the threats of computer security Policies [2] . KDD-99 data set usually used for investigating the nature of attack. The data set has 41 features listed. Here we discuss the Finite State Machine model to minimize the error rates in proposed IDS system. The proposed system deals with the attacks of error may be known or unknown in nature as shown in Figure 1 below The proposed system monitoring and identifying all the four general types of error as the types of identified which are DoS, Probe, U2R and R2L.
BACKGROUND
As network requirements increases, degree to major the vulnerability to attack becomes more important towards automation [3] . While considering the security of the network, isolated vulnerabilities consideration is not quite enough [4] . Network at large scale having multiple platforms specifically have some definite loop holes. So we should have such a secure monitoring system that efficiently analysis network traffic for any vulnerability. When we model a system working in irregular surroundings, certain transitions in the model represent the system"s response to changes in the surroundings [5, 6] . When no observed information is on hand about the comparative probability of such surroundings-driven transitions, we can model them as nondeterministic. We specify the network model as FSM, in which every state transition corresponds to a single tiny attack by the attacker. If an attack occurs the system transition from one given state to another state where the effects of such attack holds [7] . Attackers are trying to penetrate in the network by following some sequence of state transitions.
Finite State Machine
An FSM acts as a model of behavior comprises of states, transitions and actions. State stores information and reflects the input changes; a transition refers the state change depending on the input and an action is what so ever a system performed in response to the input. It is Deterministic Finite Automata; it is type of graph / network diagram/tree used to recognize certain errors [8, 9] . DFA machine is basically based on five tuples machine which are (Q, Σ, δ, q 0 , F). There is no doubt in navigating nodes in DFA and there are a preset and identified number of nodes and branches. In this the transitions from one end to other is solely dependent upon the input value. The automata are deterministic, that is, once their state and input are given, their evolution is uniquely determined.
Non Deterministic FA
The formal definition of NFA is defined as (Q, I, δ, q 0 , F) where Q  No. of states; I  Symbols of input ;δ  incomplete switching function; δ: Q x I  P(Q), where P(Q) is the set of all subsets of Q;q 0  starting state ; F  final states set.
The above description states that a NFA can reveal numerous dissimilar shifting sequences for a specified node and a known input. In NFA we have more than one path available, successful path is that which leads us to a final state.
Push Down Automata
These are abstract devices defined in automata theory, and have access to a potentially unlimited amount of memory in the form of a single stack as comparing to Finite Automata [10] .It exist in deterministic or non deterministic varieties and accepts a formal language. A Push Down Automata (PDA) is a seven tuple model P= (Q, q 0 , q f , I, Z 0 , δ, F) where Q set of states; q 0 initial state; q f final state; Iinput;Z 0 top of stack; Γstate input; δ  transition function
Transition mapping function Q x (I U{ Є }) x Γ to finite subsets of Q x (Γ U{ Є })*, q 0 Є Q is the initial state which is unique in nature, Z 0 Є F is the starting of the stack. Three types of transition may be referring.
(1) Є-transition (2) Push-transition (3) Pop -transition Є -transition is performing when stack is empty. Push transition is perform when data in enter (either useful data or error). Similarly pop transition is filter out all errors from useful data.
METHODOLOGY
The Finite Automata for the proposed system is In proposed IDS System the probability of attacking errors is 50% for each known and unknown attacks, so the Finite State Machine for IDS will be NFA model and NFA model is not efficient model for the implementation. According to theory of the Finite State Machine every NFA model has equivalent DFA model using the same concept [11, 12] . We can easily convert given NFA model into minimize DFA to make model efficient and faster. We can easily convert given NFA model into minimize DFA to make model more efficient and faster. The purpose of joining is to minimize the states and removes replicate states. The transition table for given machine will be as follows: The attacks may be of four types further classified into Similar or Dissimilar attacks. Now these attacks will be added in minimized DFA as shown above. The NFA-Є will be as follows in Figure 4 . The monitoring system extracts the relevant information and separates the errors by using PDA. In proposed system model ( as in Figure 7 ) incoming data from Unit-I is push on and Unit-II i.e M(P), generates a sequence of useful data along with errors and finally filter or pop all errors separately. As the Unit-II based on stack model implementation. These errors are easily identified and separate from sequence of data.
Let take configuration of data send to Unit-II (MP) after processing the sequence. The new state of the system is succ(C,a) can be define as 
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Minimization process will be defined as follows by using PDA
Step 1:
In first step the stack of PDA is empty i-e "Z 0 ", the attacks are inserted into the top of the stack "A". Attack A => "known" or "Unknown"
Step 2:
When stack is empty A 0 or A 1 has equal probability to push into stack, the probability of A 0 or A 1 is also equal pushing as A 0 , A 1 . Complete transitions are mentioned in Table 2 . The main purpose of implementing the PDA model in attacks is to minimize the space required which is important issue in network when attacks are push and slow down the network traffic. By using this model efficiency of network model can be increased. This can be further extended by using the double stack or n th stack model as in 
Usually final states which refer as accepting state for the input string are double circled. Also, for every state, there must be a one outgoing edge for every input alphabet. Figure 10 refers as a simple PDFA/DFA which accepts inputs of the alphabet {a, b} having the string "aba". In this illustration, q1 is the initial state and q4 is the accepting state. If the PDFA/DFA is in state q1 and takes "a" as an input, then the PDFA/DFA jumps to next state q2. If while in state q2 the PDFA/DFA receives input "b", then it moves to next state q3. If an "a" is received while in q3, the PDFA/DFA then travels to the accepting state and the input string is accepted. An assessment of Figure 10 explains that any input disrupting the pattern "aba" sends the PDFA/DFA back to its initial state. While the DFA in Figure 10 has only one final state, this is not a specification for PDFA/DFAs in general. A PDFA/DFA can have more than one final state. 
RESULT & DISCUSSION
The data transfer from Intrusion Detection Model in a certain time on random basis, may the system will hang due to huge amount of data but if we will use Time Management Automata we can easily remove such problem. The implementation of such data on simulation software verifies this statement. Following are the result from the Simulator. 
CONCLUSION
FSM is an efficient technique to check the incoming errors of system and produce the efficient flow of data rate without any interrupt. The use of PDA further refine the quality of incoming data by this mean one can store huge data in existing system which helps us to manage the error attacks in order, so that IDS easily be reduce the error rate. There is another issue when the rate of known and unknown attacks is high we cannot maintain the handling because of stack or memory, therefore we used Push Down Automata model to maintain the frequent flow of attacks. In PDA models we use double stack, first stack is use to store the recursive flow of attacks and second stack is use for traffic of non-recursive attacks. Finally the filter process of model will reduce the flow of dynamic attacks and smooth the flow of data in network model which increase the performance of entire IDS.
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